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Many universities believe that there is no difference between thesis and dissertation. If you must
have noticed that the comprehensive definition of both the kinds of writing, thesis vs. extended
essay is similar.  The definition is: Any formal discourse in speech or writing. Is this sufficient
information for the students to conclude that both are almost identical in nature?

Although, dictionary and some universities presume that there is no distinction between thesis and
extended essay, on the other hand, there are a few distinctions between the two if you study them
both in wider terms of definition. Thesis is in fact a fundamental requirement to acquire Masterâ€™s
degree; on the other hand, extended essay is required to get hold of a doctorate degree.

Here is a reasonable comparison among the two pieces of writing that will let you in learning more
distinctive qualities between the two:

1. In extended essay, you have to carry out an original investigation while your thesis is more often
than not based on secondary data already obtainable to you.

2. In terms of number of words, thesis contains lesser words than an extended essay.

3. Hypothesis serves as a foundation to doctorate writing while extended essay is founded on the
original discoveries about your subject that you have to make use of to deduce your conclusions
successfully.

4. Hypothetical writing helps the writers to get the scholarships for the superior level of studies
whereas the case is not similar if extended essay is considered.

5. Masters paper is founded on your background investigation about the subject whereas
hypothetical writing concentrates on primary discussions and debates.

6. In Doctorate writing, your investigative work will help you to prove your point of views although
you need to add original findings in the already available literature for PhD extended essay.

7. Hypothetical writing is more like research writing while exposition is written as a university
manuscript.

8. The process of gathering information in Masters Paper is constituted of possibilities and
controversies based on the novel investigation whereas it is founded on the theoretical examination
of subjects in hypothetical writing.

With any luck, you would have acquired the knowledge about simple distinctions between thesis
and dissertation. Even though, hypothetical writing is an essential obligation for students to get
Masterâ€™s degree and Masters Paper to receive PhD; nevertheless, the circumstances turn around in
some universities. In a nutshell, hypothetical writing vs. Masters Paper will always continue to be a
controversial subject; on the other hand, most students and professors will agree on the fact that:
Hypothetical writing and Masters paper is same.
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